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Abstract- Next to pumps, Fans/Blowers are the most energy consuming motor driven machineries in Nigeria today. Every 
home and office rooms in Nigeria have at least one Fan/Blower used for the purpose of ventilation and space conditioning. 
Unfortunately, most of the more than 170million Fans/Blowers sold in Nigeria are not accompanied by the Fans/Blowers’ 
performance characteristics curves. Hence, the Fans/Blowers are improperly matched to systems requiring them, which 
usually results to inefficient operation of the Fans/Blowers, excessive energy consumption, dissatisfaction of end users and 
Fans/Blowers failure. This work aims are developing a simplified theoretical model for predicting the performance 
characteristics of axial Fans/Blowers using a combination of aerodynamics involving through-flow analysis and a simplified 
classical one dimensional momentum theory. The model was developed using the geometric and basic operating particulars 
of the Fans/Blowers to evaluate the interaction of the Total Pressure developed, Power required and efficiency of the blower 
for a range of flow volumes. The model developed in this work was validated against several Fans/Blowers models in the 
T35 Fans/Blowers series performance data provided by NanFang Ventilator Factory. The flow volume, total Pressure, air 
power and efficiency predicted by the model is in reasonable agreement with those of the manufacturer’s to a mean 
percentage of 97.68%, 96.71%, 85.7% and 96.6% respectively. The theoretical model can be used by ventilation systems 
designers and Fans/Blowers end users to generate axial Fans/Blowers performance characteristic curves not supplied by 
Fans/Blowers manufacturers and thus, effectively specify axial Fans/Blowers for existing or newly designed systems. 
 
Keywords- Axial Fans/Blowers, One Dimensional Momentum Theory, Performance Characteristics Curves (Efficiency, 
Total Pressure, Flow Volume and Required Power), Validated. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Small Fans/Blowers usually in the range of 5Watts to 
185Wattes are known to consume very small energy 
individually, however, on a cumulative scale, the total 
energy they consume becomes alarming, especially 
when you consider the more than 170million of such 
Fans/Blowers installed in homes, offices and 
businesses in Nigeria. More so, is the availability in 
the market of sub-standard Fans/Blowers imported 
and/or manufactured by quacks with no standard 
manufacturing and testing equipment. 
 
Most Fans/Blowers manufacturers make use of fairly 
broad assumptions during the preliminary design and 
computational modeling of the Fans/Blowers. 
Consequently, after the construction of the 
Fans/Blowers, the product is usually tested in a 
Fans/Blowers test rig to validate the design and 
establish the Fans/Blowers’ performance 
characteristics from which the Fans/Blowers curves 
are drawn. Unfortunately, most table and ceiling 
Fans/Blowers sold in the Nigeria are not 
accompanied by the Fans/Blowers curves, as such the 
percentage Fans/Blowers loading for a given service 
application requirement cannot be properly 
established. When a Fans/Blowers with unknown 
loading condition is installed to ventilate an 
enclosure, an inefficient operation of the 
Fans/Blowers, increased noise and cost, excessive 
energy consumption, dissatisfaction of end users 
and/or Fans/Blowers failure may be the result if the 
installed Fans/Blowers is oversized or undersized.  

Several experimental methods such as the Australian 
Standard AS ISO 5801 -2004, ISO 12759 2010 
Fans/Blowers, AMCA exist to determine the 
performance (Power, Efficiency) of Fans/Blowers, 
unfortunately, most of these methods developed for 
industrial Fans/Blowers of all sizes and types. 
However, small domestic Fans/Blowers with energy 
star specification are likely to have standard test 
methods. Experimental method of measuring the 
Fans/Blowers air temperatures, velocity pressure, 
Fans/Blowers RPM, drive power and airflow under 
steady state flow conditions could be used to generate 
performance graphs for various types of 
Fans/Blowers including domestic Fans/Blowers. Each 
of these methods require purchasing expensive 
Fans/Blowers test rigs requiring certain expertise to 
operate them, which are not generally affordable to 
the low end ventilation system designer/Fans/Blowers 
user that wants to determine the Fans/Blowers 
performance characteristics.  The use of CFD codes 
for blower design and performance prediction has 
proven invaluable, as it involves conducting virtual 
experiments with significant time and cost reduction 
complements and reduces physical testing. However, 
CFD methodology requires high level computation 
skills. 
 
In order to ensure the common Fans/Blowers buyers 
and ventilation system designers do not purchase an 
oversized/undersized or substandard table, wall and 
ceiling Fans/Blowers, this work seeks for a way to 
establish the performance characteristics of such axial 
Fans/Blowers without resorting to purchasing and 
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operating expensive Fans/Blowers test rigs. The user 
or system designer only makes use of the geometric 
and the basic operating particulars of the 
Fans/Blowers stated on the label (where available) to 
establish the axial Fans/Blowers performance 
characteristics. 
 
In Axial flow blowers incoming air is directed into 
the impeller, as the air passes  through the impeller 
along the axis of the Fans/Blowers, the impeller 
blades increases the air momentum (air velocity) and 
generates aerodynamic lifts that pressurizes the air, 
thereby increasing the static pressure of the air after 
passing. To predict the performance of an axial 
Fan/Blower, a detailed knowledge of the flow 
characteristics of the blower over the full operational 
range of air flow volume is required.  
 
The air flow through the Fans/Blowers impeller is 
actually three dimensional, the momentum of the 
flow can be analysed using a complex CDF analytical 
approach. To simplify the analysis of this 3D flow, a 
one-dimensional through-flow momentum analysis 
which focuses on the impeller inlet and outlet with 
recourse to the space where the real energy transfer 
takes place is proposed. This proposal assumes that  
 

 The blades are infinitely thin and pressure 
difference across them is replaced by 
imaginary body forces acting on the fluid 
producing it. 

 The number of blades is infinitely so large 
that the variation of velocity across blade 
passages is reduced and tends to zero. 

 There is no variation of velocity across the 
width of the impeller. 

 
Consequently, instead of using 3-dimensional flow 
analysis involving variation of flow velocity across 
the inter-blade passages, across impeller width and 
along the impeller radius, a one dimensional flow 
involving variation of velocity only along the 
impeller radius is considered. 
 
At the Impeller Inlet 
The air moving with an absolute velocity V1, enters 
the impeller through a cylindrical surface r1 and make 
an angle α1 = 90˚ with the tangent at that radius. 
  

 
Fig. 1: Velocity Inlet Triangle 

 It is fair to assume that;  
 The absolute velocity V1 is radial (Vf1) and 

has no prewhirl velocity           (Vw1 = 0) 
component at the impeller inlet. 

 The Fans/Blowers manufacturer during the 
Fans/Blowers assembly or construction, was 
careful enough to ensure that the blades are 
set at angle β1 (blade inlet angle), that results 
in a situation where the air (with a relative 
velocity Vr, between the peripheral velocity, 
U1 of impeller at that radius r1 and the radial 
velocity component of the absolute velocity) 
enters the impeller without shock or entry 
loss.  

Vf = Vf1 = Ucotβ1            (1) 
Where  U1 = 

2
1D = ωr1 and ω = 

60
2 N  m/s; 

N is measured in RPM, D1 and r1 are hub diameter 
and radius respectively 
 
II. IMPELLER OUTLET 
 
At the impeller outlet, the air leaves the impeller with 
an absolute velocity V2, through a cylindrical surface 
r2 and makes an angle α2 with the tangent at that 
radius. Unlike the case of the absolute inlet velocity, 
the absolute outlet velocity of the air has both the 
radial Vf2 and whirl velocity Vw2 component.  
 
 

 
Fig.2. Outlet Velocity Triangle 

 
The Total and Flow Volume of the Fans/Blowers 
The air leaves the impeller with a relative velocity Vr2 
and the manufacturer is assumed to set the outlet 
blade at an angle β2 corresponding to the angle at 
which relative velocity leaves the impeller to avoid 
no shock losses.  
 
Accurate measurement of Impeller Diameters D1, D2 
and Blade angles β1, β2 by the Fans/Blowers buyer or 
system designer is crucial to accurate performance 
prediction of the Fans/Blowers under consideration. 
From fig.2, 

Vw2 = V2cos α2 
Thus, Vw2 = U-Vf cot β2   (2) 

 
The change in angular momentum of the air where 
Vw1 = 0, is equivalent to the net change of torque 
applied to the air as it passes from inlet to outlet and 
is given as  
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2222 rVmLLL w - 11rVm w 22rVm w  
                               (3) 

fAVm  Q ,  fAVQ   (m3/s)   and   A = 

4

2
2D  (m2) 

m , is a constant mass flow rate between entry and 
exit. Q is flow volume, A is impeller area, D is 
impeller diameter. 
 
The theoretical rate of energy transferred to the air by 
the impeller is given by  

Pth =  L  = 22RVm w  
The energy imparted to a unit mass of air as it passes 
through the impeller Eth measured in metres is  

Eth  = 
mg
Pth   =   

gm
RVm w



 22  

Eth   =    2
1

wUV
g

 =  22cos1 UV
g

   (4) 

The absolute velocity of an actual air flow is never 
constant across a flow channel. Thus, substituting Vw2 
in (2) into (4) in order to eliminate the absolute 
velocity V2, we have  

Eth  =  )cot( 2fVU
g
U

 = 




  2cot 

A
QU

g
U  (5) 

When the cosine rule is applied to the figure 2 above; 
2
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Eq.6 is form of Bernoulli’s equation; where, 
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The actual energy transfer by the Fans/Blowers is 
smaller than that from by (5) and (6) due to; 
(i) Slip Factor which was not considered 
when the three assumptions were made in order use a 
one dimensional flow momentum analysis 
methodology to estimate performance characteristics 
of the Fans/Blowers. 

(ii) Various losses that occur during energy transfer 
and conversion 
Reference stated that generally, slip factor Sf is given 
as 

Sf = 1- 









 2

2

2

cot)(1

sin





U
V

n f

      Where, n is number 

of blade               (7) 
The net ideal head of the Fans/Blowers H in metres 
which accounts for the slip factor but does not 
account for losses is given as, 

H  =  Eth.Sf   = 
fS

A
QU

g
U





  2cot   

The actual total head developed by the Fans/Blowers 
is got by subtracting the shock and friction pressure 
losses from the net ideal head. These head losses are 
accounted for by the mechanical and aerodynamic 
efficiencies. 
 
Actual head developed by the Fans/Blowers Ha = H x 
Sf x ηm x ηa = H x Sf x ηf 
The Fans/Blowers efficiency ηf which indicates the 
aerodynamic quality of the Fans/Blowers can be 
derived from both ANSI.MCA 205-12, Energy 
Efficiency Classification for Fans/Blowers and ISO 
12759, Fans/Blowers - Efficiency Classification for 
Fans/Blowers. In this work n= 3 and ηf was given a 
conservative actual value of 0.57 similar to class I 
Fans with FEG of 85. 
 
H is expressed as Total Pressure in Pascal, PT = 9.810 
x Ha (Pascal)         (8)                                
Equation (8) reveals the relationship between total 
Pressure head and air flow which constitutes one the 
performance characteristics curve of the 
Fans/Blowers to be validated. This characteristics 
curve is compared with the manufacturers’ or 
experimentally determined performance 
characteristics. 
 
Thus, the Fans/Blowers will develop pressure as a 
function of the quantity of air it is handling. The 
slope of the Fans/Blowers performance curve of total 
pressure developed versus flow capacity delivered is 
affected by the relative discharge velocity angle 
(outlet blade angle equivalent) β2́. Furthermore, since 
for different Fans/Blowers design, there are different 
peripheral speeds [U = f(ω)] and different flow area; 
each Fans/Blowers design will have its own total 
pressure versus flow capacity performance curve. 
Power Pa transferred to the air. 
 
The power transferred to the air by the Fans/Blowers 
is given as 

Pa =  ρagHaQ = PTQ                 
 where ρa Density of air           (9) 

 
This equation shows the dependence of air power on 
the quantity of air the Fans/Blowers is handling. This 
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relationship is expressed also in graphical form as a 
performance characteristic for a given Fans/Blowers. 
Power of the Drive motor. 
 
Reference stated that the input power to drive the 
blower at a particular speed for electrical motor is 
often stated in the Fans/Blowers label and is given as 
P  =  IV 3      Where, I   current in amperes and 
V   Volts                      (10) 
Fans/Blowers Efficiency (η) 
 
The second reason why the ideal head is larger than 
the actual head of the blower is owing to energy 
losses in the Fans/Blowers. Possible energy losses 
from the Fans/Blowers include: 
(a) Mechanical losses in the bearings, sealing 
and packing where available  
(b) Aerodynamic Losses from the Impeller 
owing to shock losses and the inevitable contact 
between the moving air over the blade surfaces which 
give rise to boundary layer development and hence, 
friction losses. 
 
These various losses are accounted for by the overall 
efficiency of the Fans/Blowers which is given by 

ηov = ηm ηa = iencyMotorEfficMotorPower
powerAir




  

=  
mtin

aa

P
QgH




= 
mtin

T

P
QP


              (11) 

where, 
ηm    Mechanical efficiency of the Fans/Blowers 
ηa    Aerodynamic efficiency 
ηmt   Motor efficiency 
The efficiency of the Fans/Blowers is plotted as one 
of the performance characteristics. It is also a 
function of the Fans/Blowers capacity. The maximum 
overall efficiency is used to guide Fans/Blowers 
selection.  
 
III. MODEL VALIDATION 
 
The theoretical model calculations (for various 
models in the T35 Fans/Blowers family manufactured 
by NanFang Ventilator Factory) was implemented 
using excel spread sheet and results obtained where 
compared with those stated in the manufacturer’s 
experimentally determined specification data as 
shown below; 

 
Table I: Table of Comparison between model data and manufacturer’s data 

 
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
Table I shows the comparison of Fans/Blowers 
parameters calculated using this theoretical model 
and those from the Fans/Blowers manufacturer for a 

range of Fans/Blowers models in the T35 series 
Fans/Blowers family of NanFang Ventilator Factory. 
The Fans/Blowers peripheral speed, Q, PT, P and η 
derived from this model is in good agreement with 
that specified by the Fans/Blowers manufacturer. A 
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graph of PT, P and η against Q for model 10 shown 
below can be used to predict the performance of the 
Fans/Blowers over a range of flow rates. The best 

efficiency point is about 0.9 as against 0.87 stated by 
the manufacturer i.e. a 96.7% accuracy for this model 

 

 
Fig.3: Fans/Blowers curves for Model 10 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
This theoretical model gives a fair estimate of the 
performance of axial Fans/Blowers or blower in the 
absence Fans/Blowers curves and expensive 
experimental Fans/Blowers test rigs that require 
certain high level skill to operate.  
 
Required input values from the buyer or ventilation 
system designer includes the measured blade inlet 
and outlet angles; rotational speed, Fans/Blowers 
diameter and input electric power (or Voltage and 
Current) got from the Fans/Blowers label.  
 
The output is the total PT, η and P versus Q 
characteristic curves for the Fans/Blowers under 
consideration as well as for Fans/Blowers that are 
geometrically similar. Caution must be exercised 
when measuring the blade angles as values obtained 
are very sensitive to Fans/Blowers performance 
parameters derived and crucial to the successful 
application of the model.  
 
Deciding the Fans/Blowers efficiency rating is also of 
major importance to the derivation of the 
Fans/Blowers pressure and power, this issue will be 
easily resolved when all Fans/Blowers categories 
(domestic and industrial) are given standard 
Fans/Blowers Efficiency Grades (FEG) as contained 
in Standard 90.1-2013 and AMCA 205 and all 
Fans/Blowers sold in the market are certified for 
meeting such standards. 
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